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CINEMA

Popcorn is fluffy, tasty, and fills you up for that
time between sitting down in the cinema and
when the movie credits roll. Then it’s rapidly
forgotten, while leaving a pleasant aftertaste.
Appropriately the Fantastic Four is one of the
best popcorn flicks of this year.

Not surprisingly, it centres around four people.
There’s nerdy scientist Reed Richards (Ioan
Gruffudd), and his gruff best friend Ben Grimm
(Michael Chiklis). They head into space with
Reed's ex-girlfriend and scientist Sue Storm
(Jessica Alba), and her hotshot brother Johnny
(Chris Evans – not the ginger one). They
experiment on a radioactive cloud around the
Earth's atmosphere; this goes wrong and they are
exposed to the full blast of its effects, giving them
each superpowers. Reed can impressively stretch
his body, Sue can become invisible, Johnny’s on
fire, and Ben becomes a big, stone-clad beast
known as The Thing.

Also caught in the mutative blast was
billionaire Victor Von Doom (Dominic
McMahon). Furious because Reed's failed
experiment ruined his business empire (with a
name like his it was never going to end well),
when he develops his own lethal abilities he uses
them to attack the Fantastic Four.

Most of the movie centres around the
relationships between the four and how they cope
with their flashy new powers. After an exciting
rescue they become the new celebrities in town.
Taking style notes from Spiderman, their powers
tend to destroy sizeable portions of the city,
especially during the explosive effects-showdown
with Von Doom.

Some Thing to
remember
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Those big special effects are extra-sweet popcorn for
the eyes, making it easier to ignore the fluffy plot.
Although it’s hard to care deeply about any of the
characters, except maybe for The Thing, this film is a
fun, tasty romp that will be cheerfully forgotten about
once consumed.–JN

■ Fantastic Four

Miss Congeniality 2 (12)    
Gracie’s back and this time she’s

armed and fabulous in Las Vegas! 
A sparkling comedy sequel from

Hollywood sweetheart Sandra
Bullock, Miss Congeniality 2 catches
up with clumsy undercover cop
Gracie Hart as, once again, she
finds herself stuck between the
worlds of in-your-face law
enforcement and look-at-me
showbusiness.

Too famous for undercover work,
Gracie becomes the public face of
the FBI, a busy whirl of chat shows
and public appearances.

Accompanied by stylist Joel
(Diedrich Bader) and reluctant
bodyguard Sam (Regina King),
Gracie succumbs to the celeb
lifestyle but snaps into action when

Miss United States (Heather Burns)
and pageant emcee Stan (William
Shatner) are kidnapped and held for
ransom.

Fans of the original can rest
assured there's plenty to enjoy in
the sequel.

Sparky and bright with a game
cast and lots of great one-liners,
Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and
Fabulous,  is classic feelgood fare.

Stars Sandra Bullock, William
Shatne, Regina King, Ernie Hudson
and Heather Burns

Harold And Kumar Get
The Munchies (15)      

Starring that Indian guy from Van
Wilder (Kal Penn) and that Asian
guy from American Pie (John Cho)
Harold & Kumar Get the Munchies is

a hilarious, outrageous road trip
from the white guy who directed
Dude, Where's My Car? (Danny
Leiner).

Our heroes embark on an epic
journey to find the ultimate burger
after smoking some of the finest
weed in New York City! Along the
way they meet beautiful girls, crazy
cops and battle everyone from local
gangs to boiled freaks and even
racoons all in the name of the
tastiest burger! 

The two underdogs bite off more
than they can chew, ending up on
an adventure they’ll never
remember, to get a burger they’ll
never forget and in one wild night
they’ll go further, stoop lower and
get higher than ever before!  

Both are available for rental from
Blockbuster Home Entertainment

■ Another was made
(The Fantastic Four
(1994/II)) but never
released because
unbeknown to the cast
and crew, the movie was
never intended to be
released, and was made
only because the studio,
which owned the rights to
make a Fantastic Four
movie,  would have lost
the rights if they did not
begin production by a
certain date.

■ The film has nearly
900 special effects shots.

■ A one-minute
sequence showing
Johnny Storm morphing
into a ball of flames and
soaring over Manhattan
took 4 months to create.
The entire background
was an entirely digitised
rendering of New York
City.

■ A replica of a part of
the Brooklyn Bridge was
constructed on-set in
Canada.

■ It was Ioan Gruffudd's
idea that Reed should
continually be taking
notes: "On a good day, I'd
be writing formulas that I
remembered from my
algebra class in school,
and on a day when I was
really concentrating on
the other actor, it would
just be gibberish."

■ Contains over 25
cameos from real life
employees of Fox
television affiliates.

■ As part of his costume
for The Thing, Michael
Chiklis wore prosthetic
teeth. To prepare himself
to speak with the
prostheses, Chiklis wore
them when reading to his
children.
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JAZZ NIGHT
Sunday 7th August

With The Chris Walker Swingtet
&

Gerry Brown & the Mission Hall Band

5.30 Start
Free Admission
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SEATS BOOKABLE ACCESS/VISA/SWITCH LICENSED BAR

Johnny Depp in

CHARLIE AND THE
CHOCOLATE FACTORY (PG)
3.00 5.40 8.20

Last Week!

MADAGASCAR (U)
3.30 6.00
Last Week!

WEDDING CRASHERS (15)
8.05
Coming 5 August

HERBIE: FULLY LOADED (U)


